
Name: Charlie Name: Vladimir Name: Shaun

Profession: footballer Profession: politician Profession: writer

Aim: play for 
England

Aim: become 
President

Aim: get published

Needs to: train more Needs to: make everyone 
respect him

Needs to: spend more 
time writing

Problem: drinks too 
much

Problem: says stupid 
things

Problem: plays computer 
games

Name: Yang Name: Maria Name: Ahmed

Profession: actor Profession: ballerina Profession: businessman

Aim: win an Oscar Aim: perform at the 
Bolshoi Theatre

Aim: become a 
millionaire

Needs to: move to 
Hollywood

Needs to: lose weight Needs to: invest money in 
his company

Problem: can’t speak 
English

Problem: eats a lot of 
cakes

Problem: buys new cars 
all the time



Name: Jeff Name: Leonardo Name: Jamie

Profession: hunter Profession: photographer Profession: bachelor

Aim: shoot a bear Aim: take a photo of 
the President

Aim: find a wife

Needs to: wait for the bear 
to come close

Needs to: get close to the 
President

Needs to: talk to girls

Problem: is afraid of 
bears

Problem: there are lots of 
bodyguards

Problem: very shy

Name: Chris Name: Richard Name: Pierre

Profession: thief Profession: policeman Profession: shopkeeper

Aim: steal a 
diamond

Aim: catch the thief Aim: make a profit

Needs to: get into the 
shop

Needs to: run fast Needs to: sell more ice 
cream.

Problem: the doors are 
locked

Problem: leg hurts Problem: the weather is 
bad



Name: Pedro Name: Madeleine Name: Anna

Profession: English learner Profession: chef Profession: singer

Aim: speak English 
fluently

Aim: own her own 
restaurant

Aim: become an 
opera singer

Needs to: learn 30 words 
a week

Needs to: save money Needs to: practice every 
day

Problem: too busy Problem: spends too 
much money

Problem: doesn’t have 
enough time



1: If Bob trains more he will play for England.
2: If Bob drinks too much he won’t play for England.

3: Bob would play for England if he didn’t drink too much.

4: If Bob drank less he would play for England.

5a: If Bob had trained more he would have played for England.
5b: If Bob hadn’t trained so much he wouldn’t have played for England.

6a: If Bob hadn’t drunk so much he would have played for England. 

We use first conditional to talk about things that are likely to happen in the future (or to be 
happening in the present)

We use second conditional to talk about an imaginary present and to talk about things that are 
unlikely to happen in the future. 

We use third conditional to talk about imaginary pasts. 

So we use II when it is a theoretical situation and I when it describes reality / a promise / a firm 
prediction. 

Sometimes we can use both

If you don’t pick your nose you won’t have many nosebleeds. 
 - it’s a theoretical situation and the opposite is usually true. 

If you didn’t pick your nose you wouldn’t have so many nosebleeds. 

Sometimes you can’t

If 


